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Cookies  We use cookies to help You use Our Site more easily and to provide us 

analytics and help Us improving Our Site and communications to You.  

A “cookie” is a small file consisting of letters and numbers that will be stored 

on Your computer. The cookie is installed by request issued by a server to a 

web browser (e.g., Internet Explorer, Firefox, Chrome) and it is completely 

“passive”, meaning that does not contain software viruses or spyware and 

cannot access Your information on the hard drive. Cookies keep information 

in a small text file that allows Our Site to recognize a browser. Cookies offer 

Us valuable feedback on how Our Site is used by Our users, so that We can 

make it more efficient and accessible to Our users by creating a more 

valuable, useful and enjoyable browsing experience. This process does not 

reveal any personal information about the person viewing the page (such as 

a username or password) unless the person has previously given such 

information. 

Cookies may be used for different purposes, as described below. Some of 

the cookies are strictly necessary for the functioning the Our Site and We 

are allowed by the law to store these types of cookies on your device. For 

all other types of cookies, we need your permission. 

You can, at any time, modify or withdraw your consent from the cookie 

statement on our Site, but please note that doing so may affect Your 

experience on Our Site. 

Find out more about who we are, how you can contact us and how we 

process personal data in our Privacy Policy.  

The table below describes each cookie used on Our Site, including its role. 

We will not use these cookies in ways other than those indicated in this 

Cookie Policy. 

_ga_*   

Summary  

Cookie is used by:  Google Analytics 

The functionality is:  To store and count pageviews 

The purpose is: Statistics 
 

 


